[A-mode ultrasonic pointer for navigated pelvic surgery].
Surgical navigation has proven to be a minimally invasive procedure that enables precise surgical interventions with reduced exposure to irradiation for patient and personnel. Fluoroscopy-based modules have prevailed on the market. For certain operations of the pelvis computed tomography is necessary with its high imaging quality and considerably larger scan volume. To enable navigation in these cases, matching of the CT data set and the patient's real pelvic bone is essential. The common pair point-matching algorithm is complemented by the surface-matching algorithm to achieve an even higher overall precision of the system. For conventional surface matching with a solid pointer, the bone has to be exposed from soft tissue quite extensively, using a solid pointer. This conflicts with the claim of computer-assisted surgery to be minimally invasive. We integrated an A-mode ultrasonic pointer with the intention to perform extended surface matching on the pelvic bone noninvasively. Related to the conventional method, comparable and to some extent even improved precision conditions could be established.